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Introduction
The tokamak ASDEX Upgrade is equipped with several fast ion diagnostics including col-
lective Thomson scattering (CTS) [1-5] and fast-ion Dα (FIDA) [6], neutral particle analyzers
(NPA) [7] and fast-ion loss detectors (FILD) [8]. This offers unique possibilities to study fast-ion
distribution functions in plasmas. In CTS and FIDA measurements, one pre-selects a projection
direction through geometric arrangement of the experiment and measures a 1D function g of the
fast-ion 2D velocity-space distribution function f in a volume of roughly 10 cm size. Two CTS
receivers and two FIDA optical heads are available at ASDEX Upgrade after installations in
2012 (before there was one each). Other tokamaks have also been equipped with multiple FIDA
views, for example DIII-D [9, 10], NSTX [11] or MAST. Here we study methods to calculate
tomographies of 2D fast-ion velocity distribution functions from CTS and FIDA measurements.
Two new prescriptions to compute tomographies have been developed recently [12, 13], and a
third prescription had been developed in a previous work [14]. We discuss these three prescrip-
tions, their differences and similarities and their promise and limits. With our prescriptions we
can compute tomographies for any set of fast-ion measurements, in particular those obtained
with CTS or FIDA or other fast-ion charge exchange spectroscopy (FICXS) that detects other
light than Dα . Tomographies based on a mix of diagnostics would also be possible as will be
relevant to the CTS/FIDA system at ASDEX Upgrade and the CTS/FICXS system at LHD
[15, 16]. One could also include NPAs or other fast-ion diagnostics in such mixes.
Velocity-space tomographic reconstruction prescriptions
The final goal of velocity-space tomography is to determine a 2D velocity-space distribution
function f from 1D CTS or FIDA measurements g. The forward problem to determine g from f
is straightforward since forward models for CTS and FIDA are available. The inverse problem
to determine tomographies f from measurements g is more complicated and has no unique
solution. Nevertheless, one can find optimum solutions by minimizing cost functions. Here we
discuss the three proposed prescriptions to compute a tomography.
The first reconstruction prescription of f was restricted to 1D CTS measurements g [14]. The
inverse problem was made tractable by expansion of the g’s as well as f into orthonormal sets of
base functions: g=∑i agi Gi and f =∑i a fi Fi. They used Bessel functions but other choices would
be possible. The expansion coefficients agi and a
f
i are then related through a transfer matrix A
in the form agi = Ai ja
f
j . A also depends on the choice of the base functions. The tomography
could be found from the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of A. It was possible to reconstruct
coarse features of a smooth α-particle distribution function in JET in an idealized situation –
the numerical grids for the original and the tomography were identical. This prescription failed
to reconstruct the function close to the v‖-axis for normalized v⊥ coordinates up to 0.2-0.3.
The idea of weight functions [17, 18], which relate the CTS or FIDA measurements to 2D
fast-ion velocity distribution functions, was proposed after this first attempt and lead to the sec-
ond prescription for tomography [12]. In reference [12] weight functions are used as base func-
tions to construct f even though weight functions are not orthonormal. The velocity distribution
is then related to the expansion coefficients and the weight functions by fkl = ∑i ∑ j ai jwi jkl . Ex-
pansion coefficients ai j are found by iteration in the following way: After an initial guess, the
projections g are computed from the iterated f . The next iteration is obtained by adding or sub-
tracting small multiples of the weight functions for each u and φ to f , depending on whether
the corresponding iterated g(u,φ) is larger or smaller than the target g(u,φ), respectively. The
iterated solution depends on the initial guess and is not unique. Nevertheless, the coarsest fea-
tures of f are reproduced with this tomographic prescription. Computation of the tomography
by iteration takes considerably longer than by algebraic techniques. Figure 1b shows an iterated
tomography of a beam ion velocity distribution function (Figure 1a). The grid of the tomog-
raphy was different from that of the original (realistic experimental conditions), and we used
a realistic two-view CTS system as defined in reference [13]. It is also possible to combine
fast-ion diagnostics with this prescription as long as we can formulate a weight function.
Weight functions also considerably simplify algebraic reconstruction prescriptions because
a transfer matrix taking f into g can now immediately be written down [13]. If f and g are
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Figure 1: Original function (a) and two-view tomographies found by the iteration (b) and alge-
braically (c) for realistic experimental conditions. The original function is a typical beam ion
velocity distribution function for beam sources S3 and S8 computed with TRANSP.
written as column matrices, the weight functions go into the rows of the transfer matrix W ,
and we get W f = g. Since the iterative prescription exploited only qualitative knowledge of
velocity-space interrogation regions, weight functions describing these could be qualitative.
Contrarily, weight functions for the algebraic prescription must be quantitatively correct. If
such quantitative weight functions are available, unique tomographies can be computed from
the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse W+ as f+ =W+g for a given number of singular values. An-
alytic expressions for CTS weight functions have been found [12] whereas FIDA weight func-
tions are found numerically, and presently they agree with the FIDASIM code to within 10%.
The quantitative weight functions make the problem inherently tractable, and no expansion in
basis functions is necessary. Figure 1c shows an example. In reference [13] it is demonstrated
that completely accurate tomographies can be computed for one-view, two-view, three-view,
and four-view systems under idealized conditions. For simulated experimental conditions two-
view tomographies do not reproduce the details of f but nevertheless identify that the majority
of ions has negative pitch. The pitch of the beam injection source is off by about 0.25 compared
with the underlying original function. A four-view tomography of a realistic beam ion velocity
distribution function at ASDEX Upgrade resembles the original function well in general shape
and location of the beam injection sources at full and half energies [13]. The combination of
CTS and FIDA measurements, which could result in four views at ASDEX Upgrade, will be
discussed in future work.
Conclusions
We have discussed three prescriptions for tomographic reconstruction of f from 1D synthetic
CTS or FIDA measurements. The algebraic prescriptions have advantages over iterative pre-
scriptions: First, the algebraic prescriptions give unique tomographies in the sparse data prob-
lem whereas the iterative prescriptions depend on the start conditions. Second, algebraically
computed tomographies usually resemble the original function more than those computed with
any iterative prescription we have tested though we have not attempted to quantify this. Third,
tomographies using the algebraic prescription require significantly less computer time than it-
erative prescriptions. The algebraic prescription based on weight functions is more effective
than the earlier algebraic prescriptions since it works well for all v⊥ for arbitrary functions and
no expansions of f and g into base functions are necessary. A difficulty of all prescriptions
is systematic handling of noise. Using tomographies one could study selective reorganization
or depletion of fast ions in velocity space that is typical for instabilities (e.g. a sawtooth crash
[19, 20]). The final goal of our work is the purely experimental determination of a tomography
of the 2D fast-ion distribution function and of such selectivity in velocity space [13].
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